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ITAAC Vision "

* U.S. EPR DCWG coordinated effort

- One ITAAC Standard

- ITAAC that are achievable and defendable

* Consistent wording and completeness

- Incorporate NRC guidance

-Incorporate Industry lessons learned

- Incorporate DCWG lessons learned

ITAAC Status

-U.S. EPR

- Developed consistency among ITAAC

- Incorporated NRC expectations and industry
lessons learned

* CC3 COLA
- Developing consistency among COLA ITAAC

- Developing consistency with DC. ITAAC

- Developing consistency with NRC expectations

* NRC CCNPP3 specific and industry lessons learned



NRC ITAAC Communication Interface

" Established quarterly meetings with NRC
Region II

" Established ITAAC points of contact

" Established open process for communication

iNRC .ITAAC Scheduling Interface- i•,

Prepared Pilot Study to test schedule access
process

Prepared draft letter for providing pilot study
to the NRC

Preparing comprehensive ITAAC schedule



'as-built" definition

* NEI 08-01 Industry definition of "as-built"

* RG 1.215 (Oct. 2009) endorses NEI 08-01

* U.S. EPR DC conforms with NEI 08-01
definition
- Response to RAI 182

- "As-installed" and "as-fabricated" deleted, "as-built"
adopted

- Analyses ITAAC and installation ITAAC are typically
separate in the DC.

e.g., Seismic Category I ITAAC

* NRC's proposed definition - "As-built means the
physical properties of a structure, system, or
component following completion of its installation or
construction activities at its final location at the plant
site. In cases where it is technically iustifiable,
determination of physical properties of the as-built
structure, sub-system, or component may be based
on measurements, inspections, or tests that occur
prior to installation, provided that subsequent
fabrication, handling, installation, and testing do not
alter the properties."



DCWG status on "as-built"

" DCWG is actively engaged in NRC-Industry
dialogue

" DCWG is considering the impact of
implementing the revised "as-built" definition

-The phrase "In cases where it is technically
justifiable" may add risk without providing clarity
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* U.S. EPR DC and Calvert Cliffs 3 COLA ITAAC Status

* NRC ITAAC Interface (Communication & Schedule
Access)

* "as built" definition for the U.S. EPR under
consideration
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